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Fluctuations in supply 



Geographical distribution of suppliers and 
size of suppliers / quotas - Plaice



Geographical distribution of suppliers and 
size of suppliers / quotas - Plaice

Non-standardised estimates of CPUE (left) and fishing effort (right) 
from demersal seine (kg/set or nr. of sets) in red and demersal trawl 
(kg/hour or towhours) in blue. 



Geographical distribution of suppliers and 
size of suppliers / quotas



Fishing method



Technological status of national processors



Processing / products – processed 
nationally / processed abroad



Markets (national and exports – which 
products to what markets – Prices
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Export of fillets



Outlook for Markets

• External factors e.g. landing obligation, legislations, Brexit…
• Internal factors e.g. consolidation of quotas, expensive technology for 

processing, processing in Asia/E-Europe, little new entry of people in the 
sector.

• MFRI advises for flatfish catches 2019-2020 when MSY 

approach is applied: 
• Plaice catches in the fishing year 2019/2020 should be no more than 6985 

tonnes. 
• Witch catches in the 2019/2020 fishing year should be no more than 1067 

tonnes. 
• Lemon Sole catches in the fishing year 2019/2020 should be no more than 

1341 tonnes.



Outlook for Markets

But export of fresh flatfish has increased from little over four 

thousand tons to seven thousand tonnes. It matches the trend 

of higher demand on the market for fresh fish in most of the 

main markets. Only a small fraction is exported filleted and 

frozen from Iceland.  

Large portion of the flatfish landings in Iceland is a by-catch and 

quantity is not enough for investment in technical advanced 

processing. With high labour cost it would be challenging to 

make a value adding by filleting or other processing for export 

markets. This is way processing, including filleting and other 

value adding, is largely done outside of the Nordic countries, 

for example in UK, Netherlands, Germany and Poland. Flatfish 

is a valuable species but is labour intensive for processing.

Plaice, the main species, is to big for filleting machines, so half of 

it is hand filleted. 



Conclusion

• Smaller producers aiming for niche markets

• Large companies sell flatfish on auction markets and buy cod 

instead

• Large portion is a by-catch

• Thank you


